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Abstrat
In the paper the step-by-step priniples for making loal model of eletron density are desribed.
They are based on modulation priniple - eletron density dependene on time is a produt of a
number of temporal variations aused by solar radiation, magneti ativity, Earth orientation and
unknown additional periodial proesses (not a sum, as they suppose sometimes when making suh
models). A multiranges modulation priniple is also suggested, that allows automatially extend the
set of parameters by using new ones, obtained by ltration (or averaging) of basi set of parameters
over the time. In the paper we desribe two approahes to the model reation - desriptional and
preditional ones.
To test the approah three dierent models were reated for daily eletron density logarithm using
the desribed priniples. We have used the data of Irkutsk digisonde over the period 2003-2007 years
for testing. It beomes lear that a non-optimal hoie of the number of model parameters ould
inrease predition error, inspite the error over the set, used for analysis, will derease. It is shown
that one year predition has auray about 9-23% depending on the height, and the highest error
orresponds to the height about 200km. From the modelling we ould also see that with inreasing of
the height the number of parameters inreases, and this ould be aused by inauray of the model
or by not taking additional physial mehanisms into onsideration.
1 Introdution
One of the standard approahes to the building of loal models is regression model for eletron density
[Holt et al,2002℄:
N(r, t) = a(r, t) + b(r, t)f10.7(t) + c(r, t)Ap(t) + d(r, t)f10.7(t)Ap(t) (1)
Inspite of the fat that the model is very simple - it is just an interpolation of arbitrary funtion
(eletron density) as a Taylor sequene using f10.7(t), Ap(t) as small parameters, it gives a good agreement
with the experiment. But it does not depend on eletron density reation mehanisms, and due to
this it might have sometimes a weak predition auray, inspite it ould desribe the data used for
approximation pretty aurately. In some approahes to inrease the model auray one ould take into
aount a dependene on averaged values of the parameters f10.7(t), Ap(t) too, for example on f10.7(t),
averaged over 81 and 3 days.
In the work I tried to suggest a way to build a regression loal model with some physyal priniples
inluded.
2 Modulation priniple as a basis for the model.
At rst let us reall that eletron density layers formation is mostly aused by solar radiation, and the
eetive radiation wavelength depend on the height[Hargreaves,1992℄. Also, these mehanisms depend
on Earth orientation and ause a number of additional modulation eets. In the artile we will analyze
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eletron density at a seleted height, the other heights ould be alulated independently using the same
approah.
At rst let us analyze the modulation eets ausing eletron density variations at a seleted height.
The rst eet is a modulation of solar radiation due to solar ativity hanges. These hanges ould
be quantitatively haraterized by solar sunspot number (W - Wolf numbers ) or by f10.7 index - solar
radiation at 10.7 m wavelength. Inspite of ionizing radiation and f10.7 has dierent wavelengths (1nm
and 100nm for D-layer, 1-10nm for E-layer, 10-100nm for F-layer), it is lear that f10.7 is a more orret
parameter than W due to the fat that it ould be dened more orret.
The seond modulation eet is eletron density dependene on zenith angle of the sun as a funtion
of daytime, day of year, longitude and latitude. This dependene ontrols the ionization proesses and
forms (together with some other mehanisms) the eletron density dependene on height and time, also
well-known as Chapmen layer[Chapmen,1931℄. That is why the zenith angle is also well dened parameter
that must be inluded into the model. In this work we do not analyze hourly variations of the eletron
density and due to this we use only position of the Earth at orbit as a basi parameter, whih denes
day-to-day variations of the zenith angle (at given latitude,longitude and height):
Decl(t) = −0.40915 ∗ cos(2pi(DayNo(t) + 8)/365.25) (2)
where DayNo(t) - day number within a year.
We do not analyze eletron density variations with periods less that 1 day so the usage of this
parameter looks orret to us. For building the model that inludes variations with periods less than a
day this parameter should be hanged or new parameter should be added to haraterize hourly variations
of eletron density.
The third parameter, traditionally inluded into models, is a magneti ativity index. Exat depen-
dene of eletron density on magneti ativity is not lear, but we suppose that it also modulates eletron
density.
The forth modulation parameter inludes all the hidden periodis that was not inluded into our
model by previous 3 parameters. They might exist and be aused by dierent periodial hanges in
the ionization proesses. There is a number of suh potential proesses, for example hanges of neutral
athmosphere, moon eets, et. We do not know exat frequenies ωi and phases ϕi of these periodis,
so their number, phases and periodis should be found from data analysis.
Finally the model of eletron density ould be written in a form:
Ne(t) = C0(f10.7(t)) ∗ C1(Ap(t)) ∗ C2(Decl(t)) ∗
n
Π
i = 1
C3+i(cos(ωit+ ϕi)) (3)
where Cn(x) - some positive funtions, and Π - produt sign.
3 On hoie of the basis funtions.
When positive funtion is a produt of positive modulation funtions (eletron density is a positive
funtion by denition) it is useful to analyze logarithm of this funtion as a sum of some funtions, eah
of them denes its own modulation eet independently, i.e. these modulation funtions work as a basis:
log(Ne) = D0(f10.7(t)) +D1(Ap(t)) +D2(Decl(t)) +
n
Σ
i = 1
D3+i(cos(ωit+ ϕi)) (4)
where
Di(x) = log(Ci(x)) (5)
One of well known appliations that uses this approah is the so-alled epstral analysis [Gonorovskij,1986℄
- analysis of the logarithm of the funtion as a sum of periodial funtions. Ideologially our tehnique
is lose to the epstral analysis, but we use some non-peridial (but lineary independent) funtions in
addition to the periodial funtions.
Let us dene a struture of the unknown funtions Di from some basi physial priniples.
The struture of the D0(x) is lear: due to the ionising omponent of the radiation wavelength diers
from haratersti index f10.7 wavelength and most of the spetras in a wide region ould be approximated
by power low, the eletron density ould be in rst approximation proportional to the power of the f10.7:
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Ne(t) = C01(f10.7(t))
C02
(6)
where C01, C02 - some parameters. Inspite of solar spetrum shape ould depend on solar ativity
level, at rst approximation we ould suppose that its shape remains onstant and only its amplitude is
hanged with hanging f10.7. This automatially means that in the absene of the solar radiation the
eletron density beomes zero, this suggestion does not ontaminate with basi physial priniples.
So the D0(x) beomes:
D0(f10.7(t)) = C01 + C02log(f10.7(t)) (7)
Lets also suppose that dependene on magneti ativity is also dened by power low (we do this
analogous to the solar ativity dependene and this ould not be explained from physial point of view):
D1(Ap(t)) = C11 + C12log(Ap(t)) (8)
Let us suppose that the dependene on daily variations has an exponential harater:
Ne(t) = C21exp(C22Decl(t)) (9)
due to zenith angle exponentially denes eletron density for Chapmen layer at a seleted height
[Chapmen,1931℄:
Ne(t) = Aexp(−B
1
cos(χ)
) (10)
or, aording to [Shimazaki,1959℄ by extrating the dependene on zenith angle at loal noon χ0:
Ne(t) = Aexp(−B
cos(χ0)
cos(χ)
) (11)
where
cos(χ) = sin(LAT ) · sin(Decl(t)) + cos(LAT ) · cos(Decl(t)) · sin((XLT (t)− 6.) · 0.2617994) (12)
XLT (t) - loal solar time.
So D2(x) ould be written (in a rst approximation, taking into aount only linearized part of
argument in (11) ) as:
D2(Decl(t)) = C21 + C22Decl(t) (13)
Other periodial funtions are just linear ones:
D3+i(x) = C3,1x (14)
By grouping all these together we obtain the following model for eletron density:
Nelog(t) = log(Ne(t)) = C + C02log(f10.7(t)) + C12log(Ap(t))+
+C22Decl(t) +
n
Σ
i = 1
C3+i,1(cos(ωit+ ϕi))
(15)
where
C = C01 + C11 + C21 (16)
Atually, the ionosphere is pretty innertial system so its respone to the disturbanies of dierent
periods ould be dierent. Within the suggested approah we ould suppose that dierent periods of
disturbanies ause an independent modulation (we will all this multiranges modulation priniple). Let
us suppose that in the eletron density time dependene we ould nd some well-dened response time:
1 day as Earth rotation period, 3 days as average disturbane period and 30 days as approximate solar
rotation/moon rotation period. The hoie of the number and exat values of these periods is not prinipal
for now and is used for illustration of the method.
Lets dene logarithm of eletron density Nelog(t) as a sum of funtions with given periods of hanges:
Nelog(t) = Nelog,<1d(t) +Nelog,[1d,3d](t) +Nelog,[3d,30d](t) +Nelog,>30d(t) (17)
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The priniple of making these funtions Nelog,<1d(t), Nelog,[1d,3d], Nelog,[3d,30d](t), Nelog,>30d(t) from
the soure funtion Nelog(t) is not important. It is more important that the sum is exatly Nelog(t) and
these funtions have neessary time hanges (17). One of the most simple methods is using the time
averaging or using lters with retangular bands for almost all the funtions (1-3days period, 3-30days
period and more than 30days period). The last funtion (for example with 0-1 days periods) is dened
to the ondition (17) beomes true.
Eah of the omponents is approximated by the sum (15):
Nelog,T (t) = CT + C02,T log(f10.7(t)) + C12,T log(Ap(t))+
+C22,TDecl(t) +
n
Σ
i = 1
C3+i,1,T (cos(ωit+ ϕi))
(18)
where index T denes period ranges of orresponding variations: <1days, [1day,3days℄, [3days,30days℄,
>30days
The resulting model for the eletron density logarithm is the following:
Nelog(t) = C + Σ
T
C02,T logT (f10.7(t)) + Σ
T
C12,T logT (Ap(t))+
+C22Decl(t) +
N
Σ
i = 1
C3+i,1(cos(ωit+ ϕi))
(19)
where the sum is alulated over all the period ranges. The index T means applying the same ltration
tehnique as used by us for seleting eletron density periods to the argument funtions:
log(x) = log<1d(x) + log[1d,3d](x) + log[3d,30d](x) + log>30d(x) (20)
Decl(x) = Decl<1d(x) +Decl[1d,3d](x) +Decl[3d,30d](x) +Decl>30d(x) (21)
So, aording to this multiranges modulation priniple we should hoose important ionospheri re-
sponse times and make the extended set of arguments by ltration of all the indexes with some ltration
tehnique.
In the paper we will analyze only variations with periods no less than a day. In this ase the model
(19) beomes the following:
Nelog,≥1d(t) = C + Σ
T
C02,T logT (f10.7(t)) + Σ
T
C12,T logT (Ap(t))+
+C22Decl(t) +
N
Σ
i = 1
C3+i,1cos(ωit+ ϕi)
(22)
From right and left parts we have removed all the eets with periods less than a day.
Shortly, let us desribe the model (22):
1) Aording to the ltration rule (17) we should average logarithm of eletron density at given height
for whole the day. This orresponds to the geometrial averaging of the eletron density with following
alulation of the logarithm.
2) Aording to the ltration rule (17) we should reate extended set of indexes with period ranges 1
day,1-3days,3-30days and more than 30days periods from basi set of paramters f10.7(t), Ap(t):
log1d(f10.7(t)), log[1d,3d](f10.7(t)), log[3d,30d](f10.7(t)), log>30d(f10.7(t)),
log1d(Ap(t)), log[1d,3d](Ap(t)), log[3d,30d](Ap(t)), log>30d(Ap(t)),
DeclT (t)
(23)
3) Next step is the alulation of the oeients C,C02,T , C12,T , C22from (22) and minimizing the
funtional:
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Ω({C}) = Σ
t
(Nelog,≥1d(t)− C + Σ
T
C02,T logT (f10.7(t)) + Σ
T
C12,T logT (Ap(t))+
+C22DeclT (t) +
N
Σ
i = 1
C3+i,1cos(ωit+ ϕi))
2
(24)
At rst step we suppose N = 0.
4) Aording to the tehnique [Kuklin et al,2000℄ we will inrease N by 1 until some stop ondition
is reahed, and repeat ations from step 3). We determine parameters C3+N,1, ωN , ϕN for one periodi
at eah step based on funtional (24) minimum, using all the previous periodis oeients C3+i<N,1 ,
ωi<N , ϕi<Nand parameters C,C02,T , C12,T , C22 determined at previous steps.
The only problem for using this approah is to hoose orret stop ondition (we ould inrease N up
to innity). Lets analyze the problem of stop ondition more detailed.
4 Determination of periodial omponents - two approahes to
the modelling.
There are at least two lose but not similar approahes for solving this task. Of ouse we are ordering
parameters by their eetivity (energy of orresponding model omponent).
Approah 1, or desription aproah: to obtain a maximal auray for desription of the data.
It is used most frequently. It is lear, that when using large enough set of periodial funtions, we
ould approximate almost any funtion as aurate as required. The most eetive way to demonstrate
it is Fourier transform, that ompletes this task exatly. That is why in this approah the number of
periodis ould not be limited by the stated ondition - we always ould add next periodi and obtain
higher auray of the model. So usually one ould limit number of periodis by hands (for example
- alulate only 3, 5 or 10 periodis) or stop when amplitude of periodi beomes lower than somehow
dened noise of the data.
Approah 2, or predition approah: to obtain a maximal auray for predition of the data.
In opposite to the desription approah, for predition approah we should divide dataset into two non-
interseting intervals - analysis interval and predition interval. All the model oeients are dened from
the analysis interval, but stop ondition is dened from predition interval, to the auray at predition
interval would be as eetive as possible. This approah automatially limits number of periodis by not
taking noise omponents into onsideration. It is lear, that due to data noise, non-stationarity of the
data and eets not inluded into the model an error will start to inrease after the number of periodis
exeeds some value. While the number of periodis less than this border number, the model remains
adequate. When it exeeds this border number, the model beomes inadequate. There are at least two
ways to alulate this stop ondition within predition approah. The rst way is to stop when rst
loal minimum of the error is reahed at predition set (absolute stop ondition). The seond way is
to stop when a loal minimum of relation between error on predition set and error on analysis set is
reahed (relative stop ondition). We will use the seond variant for analysis of Irkutsk data in predition
approah.
5 Loal eletron density models based on Irkutsk digisonde data.
For making the model the data from Irkutsk digisonde DPS-4 [Reinish,1997℄ has been analyzed. The
data overs more than 4 years, from 2003 till 2007. From the data analysis there was exluded the most
magnetialy disturbed periods with Ap > 100. The experimental data for eletron density logarithm,
averaged by days, are shown at g.1.
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Fig.1 Logarithm of eletron density, averaged over 24 hours for heights 120-240 km. Irkutsk digisonde data.
Even from the shown data it is lear that the modulation model for eletron density is a very good
approximation: as one an see, the variations with dierent periods look independent and have amplitudes
independent on time (in average).
For testing the tehnique we have divided the whole set fo the data into two subsets: analyze set -
2003-2006 years and predition set - 2007 year.
At g.2 the omparison between experiment and desription model is shown. The model shown at
g.2 has been built without any additional periodis (N = 0). At table 1 the auray of this model over
the two dierent sets - analyze and predition ones (olumns 2-3) is shown. As one an see, the auray
for predition set is a little bit higher than for analyze set. It looks strange, but ould be explained:
absolute values of the eletron density dereases with time, as an be seen from the g.2 (2007 year is
lose to solar ativity minimum). The order of density hanges is about 30% and this orresponds to the
observed dierene between predition and analyze sets auray.
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Fig 2. Comparison between the experiment and desription model for 200 km height (top) and 120km height
(bottom). N=0
At g.3 a omparison of the experimental data with another desription model (with big number of
additional periodis , N = 50) is shown. At the table 1 the auray for this model over the two dierent
sets - analyze and predition ones (olumns 4-5) is shown .
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Fig 3. Comparison between the experiment and desription model for 200 km height (top) and 120km height
(bottom). N=50
At g.4 a omparison of the experimental data with predition model is shown. At table 1 the auray
for this model in two dierent sets - analyze and predition ones (olumns 6-7) is shown. A number of
additional periodis is shown at olumn 8.
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Fig 4. Comparison between the experiment and predition model for 200 km height (top) and 120km height
(bottom).
Table 1. Model auray depending on model, data set and height.
Height analyze(0) preidtion(0) analyze(50) predition(50) analyze(opt) predition(opt) N opt
120 9.6% 11.2% 5.5% 11% 9.1% 8.8% 4
140 10% 12.1% 7% 17% 10.9% 12.3% 2
160 14.4% 9.3% 7.6% 19% 12.1% 12.3% 4
180 19.8% 10.8% 8.5% 24% 15.8% 15.8% 5
200 25.4% 20% 10.7% 32.5% 22.8% 23.2% 3
220 24% 14.8% 10.2% 26.6% 19.2% 21.3% 6
240 22.1% 14.5% 9.2% 23.8% 17% 19.4% 7
Column 1. - Height, km; Column 2. - desirption model, error over analyze set(2003-2006 years),N=0; Column
3. - desirption model, error over predition set(2007 year),N=0; Column 4. - desirption model, error over analyze
set(2003-2006 years),N=50; Column 5. - desirption model, error over predition set(2007 year),N=50; Column
6. - predition model, error over analyze set(2003-2006 years),N from stop ondition; Column 7. - predition
model, error over predition set(2007 year),N from stop ondition; Column 8. Number of additional periodis for
predition model.
From the table 1 one an see that desription model provides a better auray over analyze set than
predition model over analyze set (olumns 4,6).
From the data also one an see that auray of desription model is inreased with inreasing number
of parameters (olumns 2,4). But, over predition set of the data (not inluded into analysis) the predi-
tion model ould make better auray than desription model with big number of parameters (olumns
5,7). So when making a model for good desription of the ionospheri eletron density variations we
should take an exat set of parameters. Both small number of parameters and big number of parameters
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ould inrease the error when using it over predition set of the data, i.e. when using the model for
predition purposes.
From the analysis one ould also see that with inreasing of the height the number of additional
periodial variations that should be taken into aount (olumn 8) inreases.
6 Conlusion
In the paper the step-by-step priniples for making loal model of eletron density (22) are desribed.
They are based on modulation priniple - eletron density dependene on time is a produt of temporal
variations aused by dierent soures: solar radiation, magneti ativity, Earth orientation and unknown
additional periodial proesses (but not a sum, as sometimes suppose when making loal models). A
multiranges modulation priniple is also desribed, that allows automatially extend set of parameters
by using new indexes obtained by ltration (or averaging) basi set of parameters over the time. In the
paper we have desribed two approahes to the model reation - desriptional and preditional ones.
To test the approah a three dierent models were reated for daily eletron density logarithm using
the stated priniples. We have used the data of Irkutsk digisonde over the period 2003-2007 years for
testing. It beomes lear that non-optimal hoie of the number of model parameters ould inrease
predition error, inspite the error over the set, used for analysis, will derease. It is shown that one year
predition has auray about 9-23% depending on the height, and the highest error orresponds to the
height about 200km. From the modelling we an also see that with inreasing of the height the number
of parameters inreases, and this ould be aused by inauray of the model or by not inluding an
additional physial mehanisms into onsideration.
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